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MoshPit Publishing, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. Earth, Australia, tomorrow From all over the known world, wrinkle-skinned
old sages - some from ancient sects unheard from for generations, have begun speaking out.
Acquiescent with the fact that they will be ridiculed for the message they bring to the modern
world, they step forward into the camera s lights and give warning of a dream - a common dream-
vision. Predictably, they are ridiculed. In the land down-under - Australia - Pem Weeatunga is
happy as a Pig in shit! Pem watches Space and its beautiful though lifeless citizens. Unknown to
him, the Fethafoot Clan of his ancient people have supported his people to survive six major
calamities over 50,000 years and will be asking for his help. The bright young Astrologer-scientist
has a part to play in his people s adaptation and survival of the 7th event. Caught up in a believe-it-
or-not race through his country, Pem soon finds that travelling with a genuine Fethafoot, through a
pre-apocalyptic down-under, toward a coming unstoppable worldwide catastrophe, is not the least
of uncanny phenomena to occur when the enigmatic Clan are involved in...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf might be really worth a go through, and far better than other. It can be packed with wisdom and knowledge Its been written in an exceedingly
straightforward way and is particularly only soon after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically changed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Earnestine Blanda-- Earnestine Blanda

This book might be worth a read, and far better than other. It is rally interesting throgh studying time period. I discovered this book from my i and dad
suggested this ebook to find out.
-- Isobel Bailey-- Isobel Bailey
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